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Login to OBIEE 
 

Link: http://ip:port/analytics 

User, Pass: the trainer will provide indications 

Understanding the different visualization approaches in OBIEE.  

First, we will create a new Dashboard with four tabs. In each tab, we will use information from a 

different report to develop an appropriate analysis which will be visually displayed through 

charts. 

   First Tab  
The following analyses will use four columns from the “Balances” report (Branch, Customer 

Type Lov, Balance Eq, Ref Date). This will display a graphic for each “Branch” and its afferent 

“Customer Type Lov” that will reveal the changes in Balance Eq on a yearly basis.  

Trellis 

Definition: A trellis presents multi-dimensional data laid out in a set of cells in a grid, with each cell 

displaying a subset of data shown as numbers or as graphs.  

Useful for: - displaying multiple values all at once for comparison  

                   - displaying data that reveals trends   

Types: -Simple Trellis - it displays a core inner graph multiplied across row sets and column sets, 

rendering many small multiples that are ideal for comparing and contrasting.  

            -Advanced trellis view – it displays a grid of small spark graphs that are ideal for monitoring 

trends and spotting patterns in data sets. 

How to create a Simple Trellis in OBIEE: 

1. Go to New → Analysis 

http://ip:port/analytics
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2. Choose Sample Sales Lite. 

 

3. Double-click on the following columns from “Balances” (Branch, Customer Type Lov, Balance Eq, 

Ref Date) table: 

 

4. Select Filter for Balance column. 
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5.  Change the Operator to “is greater than” and add “0” to the Value field.  

 

6. Click OK. 

 

7. Select Edit formula for Ref Date column.  
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8. Change Column Formula to EXTRACT(YEAR FROM “Balances”.”Ref Date”). 

 

9. Click OK. 
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10. Go to results tab → New View → Trellis → Simple  

 

11. Edit View. 
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12. Move column “Balance Eq” from Color By to Group By and column “Customer Type Lov” from 

Rows to Columns. 

 

13. Click Done.   

14. Click Save. 

 

15. Name analysis with “Prefix_Trellis_Simple”. 
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Graphs – Bar 

Definition: Bar graphs show quantities as bar lengths and categories as bars or groups of bars. They 

draw comparisons between items, but not as percentages of the whole.  

Useful for: -comparing distinct categories  

How to create a Bar graph: 

1. Clone last Analysis.  

 

2. Name analysis with “Prefix_Bar_Graph”.  

 3. Go to results tab → New View → Graphs → Bar → Recommended Subtype    

 

4. Edit View. 
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5. Move column “Branch” from Graph Prompts to Sections.  

 

6. Click Done. 

7. Click Save. 
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Graphs – Pie  

Definition: Pie graphs show data sets as percentages of a whole. 

Useful for: -showing relative proportions and percentages 

                   -useful for comparing parts of a whole 

How to create a Pie graph in OBIEE: 

1. Clone last Analysis.  

 

2. Name analysis with “Prefix_Pie_Graph”. 

4. Go to results tab → New View → Graph → Pie  

 

5. Edit View. 
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6. Move column “Customer Type Lov” from Graph Prompts to Pies and column “Branch” from Graph 

Prompts to Sections.  

 

7. Click Done. 

8. Click Save. 
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Graphs – Radar 

Definition: Radar graphs plot the same information as bar graphs, but it displays the data radiating 

from the center of the graph. Each data element has its own value axis.  

Useful for: examining overlap and distribution 

How to create Radar graphs in OBIEE:  

1. Clone last Analysis. 

 

2. Name analysis with “Prefix_Radar_Graph”. 

3. Go to results tab → New View → Graph → Radar 

 

4. Edit View. 
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5. Move column “Branch” from Graph Prompts to Sections.  

 

6. Click Done. 

7. Click Save.  
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Heat Matrix 

Definition: The Heat matrix represents the two-dimensional data. It is well suited for analyzing 

substantial amounts of data and identifying outliers. 

Useful for: -comparing distinct categories from substantial amounts of data   

How to create a Heat matrix in OBIEE: 

1. Clone last Analysis. 

 

2. Name analysis with “Prefix_HeatMatrix_Graph”. 

3. Go to results tab → New View → Heat Matrix 

 

4. Click Edit.  
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5. Move column “Customer Type Lov” from Rows to Columns and column “EXTRACT(YEAR FROM Ref 

Date” from Columns to Rows. 

 

6. Click Done. 

7. Click Save.  
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Treemap  

Definition: A treemap is used to organize data by grouping the data into rectangles (known as 

titles). It displays titles based on the size of one measure and the color of the other measure.  

Useful for: - spotting patterns that would be difficult to spot in other ways            

                   - legibly displaying thousands of items simultaneously by making efficient use of space 

How to create a Treemap in OBIEE: 

1. Clone last Analysis. 

 

2. Name analysis with “Prefix_Treemap_Graph”. 

4.Go to results tab → New View → Treemap 
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5. Edit View. 

 

7. Change color. 
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6. Move column “Customer Type Lov” from Group By to Sections and “EXTRACT(YEAR FROM Ref 

Date)” from Prompts to Group By.  

 

7. Click Done. 

8. Click Save.  
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      Second Tab  
The following analyses will use four columns from the “Balances” report (Ref Date, Currency, 

Customer Class Lov, Balance). This will display a graphic for each “Customer Class Lov” that 

will reveal the changes in “Balance” over time grouped by “Currency”.  

Graphs – Line 

Definition: Line graphs show quantities over time or by category.  

Useful for: - spotting trends over time  

                   - showing deviations between values    

How to create a Line graph in OBIEE: 

1. Go to New → Analysis  

 

2. Choose Samples Sales Lite.  
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3. Double-click on the following columns from “Balances” (Ref Date, Currency, Customer Class Lov, 

Balance) table: 

 

4. Go to results tab → New View → Graph → Line 

 

5. Edit View.  
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6. Move column “Ref Date” from Graph Prompts to Group By and column “Customer Class Lov” from 

Group By to Sections.  

 

7. Click Done. 

8. Click Save. 

 

6. Name analysis with “Prefix_Line_Graph”. 

Graphs – Area  

Definition: Area graphs show the trend of the contribution of each value over time or by category. It 

is basically a line graph for which the regions between lines are filled in. Regions stack, adding up to 

the total value for each time period or category. The space taken up by the area chart shows the 

actual percentages of usage.  

Useful for: -spotting trends over time or by category 
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How to create an Area graph in OBIEE:  

1. Clone last Analysis  

 

2. Name analysis with “Prefix_Area_Graph”. 

3. Go to results tab → New View → Graph → Area → Recommended Subtype 

 

4. Edit View.  
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5. Move column “Ref Date” from Graph Prompts to Group By and column “Customer Class Lov” from 

Group By to Sections.  

 

6. Click Done.  

7. Click Save.  

 

Graphs – Waterfall  

Definition: A waterfall graph is a special type of floating column chart. It shows how an initial value 

is increased and decreased by a series of intermittent values, leading to a final value. 

Useful for: -showing how an initial value is affected by intermittent values  

How to create Waterfall graphs in OBIEE:  

1. Clone last Analysis  
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2. Name analysis with “Prefix_Waterfall_Graph”. 

3. Go to results tab → New View → Graph → Waterfall  

 

4. Edit View.  

 

5. Move column “Customer Class Lov” from Graph Prompts to Sections and column “Ref Date” from 

Graph Prompts to Group By.  
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5. Click Done.  

6. Click Save. 

 

Graphs – Time Series Line  

The following analysis adds two more columns from the “Balances” report (Amt Cr Eq, Amt 

Dr Eq). This will display a graphic for each “Customer Class Lov” that will reveal the 

changes in “Balance”, “Amt Cr Eq” and “Amt Dr Eq” over time grouped by “Currency”.  

 

Definition: Plots time series data. It scales the horizontal axis based on the time that has elapsed 

between data points. The graph requires only one date or date-time data column to be selected on 

the horizontal axis. It has one vertical line that can support multiple data series.  

Useful for: - spotting trends or patterns in time series data  
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              - understanding the past and as well as predict the future  

               - understanding the cross correlation between two time series and the dependence of 

one on another 

How to create Time Series Line graphs in OBIEE: 

1. Go to New → Analysis  

 

2. Choose Samples Sale Lite.  

 

3. Double-click on the following columns from “Balances” (Ref Date, Currency, Balance, Customer 

Class Lov, Amt Cr Eq) table: 
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4. Go to results tab → New View → Graph → Time Series Line  

 

5. Edit View.  
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6. Move column “Customer Class Lov” from Graph Prompts to Sections and column “Currency” from 

Graph Prompts to Vary Color By.  

 

7. Click Done. 

8. Click Save. 

 

9. Name analysis as “Prefix_TimeSeriesLine_Graph”. 
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    Third Tab 
The following analysIs will use three columns from the “Balances” report ( Country, Balance 

Eq, Ref Date). This will display a graphic that will reveal the changes in Balance Eq, over time 

grouped by “Country”.  

Graphs – Scatter 

Definition: The Scatter graph presents values from different measures over one dimension as a 

collection of points. It requires at least two measures.  

Useful for: -investigating the relationship between different variables 

How to create Scatter graphs in OBIEE:  

1. Go to New → Analysis  

 

2. Select Samples Sale Lite.  
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3.Double-click on the following columns from Balances (“Balance Eq”, “Amt Cr Eq” “Ref Date”, 

“Country”): 

 

4. Go to results tab → New View → Graph → Scatter 

 

5. Edit View. 
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6. Move column “Ref Date” from Points to Vary Color By.  

 

7. Click Done.  

8. Click Save. 

 

9. Name analysis as “Prefix_Scatter_Graph”. 

Graphs – Bubble  

The following analysis adds one more column from the “Balances” report (Customer Type 

Lovr). This will display a graphic that will reveal the changes in “Balance Eq”, over time with 

bubbles sized by “Customer Type Lov” and colored by “Country”.  
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Definition: The Bubble graph is a variation of a scatter graph that displays data elements as circles 

(bubbles). It shows three variables in two dimensions. One value is represented by the location of the 

circle on the horizontal axis, another value is represented by the location of the circle on the vertical 

axis and the final value is represented by the radius of the circle.  

Useful for: - plotting data with three variables 

       - displaying financial data over a period 

How to create Bubble graphs in OBIEE:  

1. Go to New → Analysis  

 

2. Choose Samples Sale Lite.  

 

3. Double-click on the following columns from “Balances” (Ref Date, Balance Eq, Amt Cr Eq, Amt Dr 

Eq, Country) table: 
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4. Go to results tab → New View → Graph → Bubble  

 

5. Edit View. 
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6. Move column “Ref Date” from Points to Vary Color By.  

 

7. Click Done. 

8. Click Save. 

 

9. Name analysis as “Prefix_Bubble_Graph”.  
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      Forth Tab  

Gauge 

The following analyses will use two columns from the “Balances” report (Branch, Amt Cr Eq). 

This will display a graphic that will reveal the changes in “Amt Cr Eq” for each “Branch”. 

Definition: A Gauge view has a single data value. Sometimes a gauge is more effective than a graph 

for displaying a single data value because of its compact view. Gauges identify problems in data. A 

gauge usually plots one data point with an indication of whatever that point falls in an acceptable or 

unacceptable range.  

Useful for: -showing performance against goals 

Types: -Dial - shows data using a dial arc with one or more indicators that point to where the data 

falls within predefined limits.  

             -Horizontal Bar - shows data using a horizontal bar that changes color to indicate whether 

the data is within predefined limits. The inner rectangle of the horizontal bar shows the current level 

of data against the ranges marked on an outer rectangle. 

             -Vertical Bar - shows data using a vertical bar that changes color to indicate whether the 

data is within predefined limits. The inner rectangle of the vertical bar shows the current level of data 

against the ranges marked on an outer rectangle. 

             -Bulb - Shows data using a circle that changes color to indicate whether the data is within 

predefined limits. Bulb gauges are useful when you need to know what the status is, and not any 

indication of a specific value, or relative information about other threshold ranges. 

 How to create a Dial Gauge in OBIEE: 

1.Go to New → Analysis  
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2. Select Sample Sales Lite. 

 

3.Double-click on the following columns from “Balances” (Branch, Amt Cr Eq) table: 

 

4. Go to results tab → New View → Gauge → Dial  
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5. Click Save. 

 

6. Name analysis as “Prefix_Gauge_Dial”. 

How to create a Vertical Bar Gauge in OBIEE:  

1. Clone last Analysis. 
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2. Name analysis with “Prefix_Gauge_VerticalBar”. 

3. Go to results tab → New View → Gauge → Vertical Bar 

 

4. Click Save.  

 

How to create a Horizontal Bar Gauge in OBIEE:  
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1.Clone last Analysis. 

 

2. Name analysis with “Prefix_Gauge_HorizontalBar”. 

3. Go to results tab → New View → Gauge → Horizontal Bar  

 

4. Click Save.  

 

How to create a Bulb Gauge in OBIEE: 
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1. Clone last Analysis. 

 

2. Name analysis with “Prefix_Gauge_Bulb”. 

3. Go to results tab → New View → Gauge → Bulb 

 

4. Click Save.  
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Ready to get started? 
We hope you enjoy working with OBIEE Platform! 

Sincerely, 

Elena Unciuleanu & Reporting Center Team 

 

Learn More 
Keep going. There are lots more new features and ways to work in OBIEEs. Check out our 

training materials & manuals to dive right in.  

www.reportingcenter.ro/training_materials 

 

 

 

 

http://www.reportingcenter.ro/training_materials

